BioBCDM: A novel integrated tool in Sequence alignment
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Abstract— Bioinformatics has emerged as an associate part of life sciences and biomedical analysis and most important in drug design analysis. Existing bioinformatics tools don’t cross talk leading biologists to pay longer time in formatting the output from one tool as input for another tool. This results in huge loss of time and value. We therefore have created a platform that integrates the tools in a way that the output of one program may be directly used as an input of another and doesn’t need any modifications. Tools for similarity search are needed in majority of all biological research. Thus, we tend to start integrating BLAST, ClustalW and Dotmatcher tools named BioBCDM tool which optimizes the time spend in browsing and downloading applications and is an interactive, effective and user friendly tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent advances in life sciences and technology have begun to turn out a large amount of data in a very quick and economical approach which requires the development of algorithms and parallel computing. Besides, biologists are sometimes non-programmers, therefore exacting intuitive computer applications that are simple to use by means that of a friendly Graphical User Interface. Many tools are generated over the past decade so as to cope with the data generation, however very little in integrating the tools and creating biologist friendly interfaces. It is therefore of most importance to beat such limitations, so that bioinformatics become far more widely used amongst biologists. Internet based interfaces are smart and common. They can access application program and perform needed analysis in a simple to use manner. The main goal of our project was to unify some of these existing bioinformatics applications and in one easy-to-use surroundings, a front end of the computing platform, being a concentrator resource tool with a friendly interface permitting intuitive bioinformatics tool usage. Our platform BioBCDM tool is a graphical interface integrating BLAST, ClustalW, and Dotmatcher tools permitting even non-programmer laboratory scientists to chain completely different processes into workflows and customize them without code writing. BLAST used as a single tool follows local alignment algorithm and does not necessarily return a complete match[1].

II. BioBCDM: NEED OF THE DAY

Very few bioinformatics tools are available in recent day; each one has its own superiority and limitations. Only some tools perform multifunction. The new tool has the advantage of performing local and multiple sequence alignment. Simple gap function offers comparatively poor alignments. Alignments ought to be worked over retrospectively by another system. Output of aligned sequences is not in a customary format for input to alternative programs, thus porting the found information can generate a lot of fiddling. The poor alignments involving divergent sequence may be somewhat offset by manually increasing the gap penalty while reducing the gap extension penalty [2]. It is well confused by long stretches of unalignable sequences among otherwise well connected sequences. The user has got to use subjective criterion to make your mind decide when to cut off the search, or it’s going to branch into another family connected solely by chance similarity. Often produces a form of false objectivity, where the user has fiddled with the program parameters to attain a subjectively pleasing result, instead of simply manually editing the alignment [2]. It has no applied math evaluatory properties. It’ll produce an alignment whether or not the provided sequences are connected or not.

III. NEED FOR INTEGRATION

Rapid advances within the field of computers coupled with increasing computer literacy among professionals favour the implementation of computer applications in biological field. Further, the supply of various databases on the web has revolutionized the means by that a medical person devices a method for treatment [3]. Thus it is apt to conclude that the each tool has some disadvantages and when integrated will work better with a workflow. As several bioinformatics package tools are usually concerned in analysis tasks, scientists are more and more requiring that these heterogeneous bioinformatics tools be integrated in a uniform means. They are additionally requiring graphical user interfaces of these tools, and the ability to compose workflows without abundant programming effort. Online services based framework helps uniform integration of command-line bioinformatics software tools [4].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Architecture
• **HTML** stands for Hyper Text Mark up Language used to create web pages. Website authors use Hyper Text Mark up Language to format text as titles and headings, to rearrange graphics on a webpage, to link to completely different pages among a website, and to link to various websites.

• **PHP:** PHP stands for Hypertext Pre-processor. It’s a server-side scripting language that powers some of the most popular websites in the world, including Word Press and Face book. It is open source, which is easy to learn, and works well with MySQL, making it a good choice for web developers.

• **XAMPP** is an open source and free cross-platform web server solution stack package, consisting primarily of the Apache HTTP Server, MySQL database, and interpreters for scripts written in the PHP and Perl programming languages.

V. CREATION AND DELETION OF DATABASE

Database creation and deletion is of most pragmatic value to the BioBCDM tool. Fig.1 gives the front page for the user. Here one can upload the database which he has created. Sequences stored in database should be in FASTA format. We can store protein as well as DNA sequences. Unwanted databases can also be deleted in the same page. The database can be checked by the list box given.

VI. BLAST TOOL

The first step in interweaving the tools is to create the input and output file formats. The input can be Uploaded or Pasted in Fasta format. Fig2. below shows the homepage of Blast tool from where other tools are interlinked [5]. At first program can be selected of our choice, it can be Blastp, Blastx, Blastn, tblastp or tblastx. Database which we have created and uploaded is selected. Expected cut off and alignment values are entered as required by the user. Matrix values such as PAM30, PAM70, BLOSUM45, 62 or 70 is selected. Fasta sequence which is to be compared with the database is pasted or uploaded from a file. Now the Blast is performed with the given input.

![BlastTool](Image)
Fig 2: BLAST homepage with the sequence pasted for comparison.

Fig 3: User can check the box for which the particular sequences alone will be compared.

Fig 4: Blast results are displayed and can view the clustal result by clicking the button.
VII. INTEGRATING WITH CLUSTALW AND DOTMATCHER

BLAST [6], ClustalW [7] and Dotmatcher [8] were chosen for integration using PHP coding. Of the 3 tools only BLAST requires database storage. Separate page is created for Database addition and deletion. Here the user can create their own database and start adding it to the BLAST database. The interlinking of the tools was done using PHP programs. Fig 5, 6 and 7 below shows the CLUSTALW comparison and the output displayed.

Fig 5 Matrix, Gap open, Extension, Distance and type of sequence are entered in Clustal homepage

Fig 6 Comparison of sequences done using CLUSTAL tool

Fig 7 After verifying CLUSTAL result user can view the DOTPLOT by clicking the button.
VIII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER INTEGRATED TOOLS

So far we have only a handful of integrated BioTools. Database Creation and Deletion are not included in any of the integrated tools and this is one of the added advantages of using BioBCDM. To list Bioparisodhana[9] has integrated Blast, Clustal and Primer but has not created any space for database creation. Some of the earlier tools like BioExtract[10] Discovery Net [11] and in GAP [12], where the tools exist as individual tools and work flows can be created by the users have provided lot of help. We believe that BioBCDM platform can give the much needed simpler and easier approaches for biologists to use the tools and analyze the data without much effort.

IX. CONCLUSION

Bioinformatics is a rapid processing field. Both the experimental technologies and the computer based methods are in dynamic phase of development. While some years ago human experts would check every program output, nowadays sequence analysis routines are being applied in an automatic fashion creating annotation that is included in various databases. Many of the Bioinformatics tools exist individually and the need for integrated tool arises mainly to save time for the users and to facilitate easy pavement for the biologists to get the required output in minimal interval of time. Although the quality of many existing tools has increased dramatically, the possibility of error and in particular its perpetuation by further automatic methods exists. Certainly, the BioBCDM Tool will be an optimum tool for the biologists. As there is plenty of tool emerging in Bioinformatics, these types of integrated tools will be of great use in minimising the work. Our future work will include integrating other useful tools.

X. REQUIREMENTS

Project name : BioBCDM
Project home page: http://biobcdm.in/blastdatabase.php
Operating system(s): Win XP, Win 7 or Win 8
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